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Name:______________________________ Date:_______________________________

The carriage trade flower shops----1

A are known for their economical flower arrangements
B cater to the mass market
C offer services to elite clientele
D are very specialized on just one segment of the flower industry

Most retail flower shops in the United States employ....2

A more than 10 people
B less than 10 people
C only extremely gifted and talented workers
D none of the above

Pricing products to be sold in the retail shop is a responsibility usually reserved for the-3

A owner/manager
B assistant designer
C marketing specialist
D accountant
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The assistant may become a designer ----4

A after completing his or her appreticeship
B right away
C after 3-4 years
D after 10 years

What best describes delivery personnel?5

A should always be well groomed
B should always be well mannered
C present the flower shops image to customers
D all of the above

Flowers that last a long time have what effect on customers?6

A makes them mad
B makes they return the flowers to exchange them
C creates a sad person
D makes them happy and want to buy more

Which of the following is not a reason for the flower stem not absorbing water?7

A air
B bacteria are clogging the stem
C minerals clogging stem
D dirty water

What structure on a leaf is responsible for water loss?8

A blade
B xylem
C stomate or stomata
D stipule
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which is the reason ethylene gas causes losses of stored flowers?9

A rots the stems
B increases the water loss
C hastens the maturity of the flower
D promotes botrytis fungus

The techniques of treating flowers to extend their life is called?10

A prolonging
B conditioning
C retaining
D shelving

The shape of the container11

A often determines the form of the design
B determines the stability of an arrangement
C has little to do with the shape of the arrangement
D determines the value of the arrangement

The container in a floral design should12

A hold water
B add to the appearance of the arrangement
C provide a heavy enough base to support the arrangement and keep it from

falling over
D all of the above

What is the rule of thumb for proportion  for the container to the arrangement13

A the design may be 2-3 times the height of the container
B the design may be 1 1/2 to 2 times the height of the container
C the design may be any size
D the design may be no larger than two inches higher than the top of the

container

Floral foam should be saturated with preservative solution by the following method before
use

14

A drenching method
B free-float method
C container as a holding device
D water hose
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The free float method for preparing floral foam is to15

A pour preservative solution over the foam from a watering can or garden
hose

B place dry floral foam in container and add preservative solution to the dish
until all is absorbed

C push floral foam down in a pan of preservative solution
D allow floral foam to float and sink in a deep container of preservative

solution

Flowers worn by women are called:16

A flowers
B corsage
C boutonniere
D arrangement

Flowers worn by men are called:17

A flowers
B corsage
C boutonniere
D arrangement

Besides wiring and taping, corsages can be constructed using:18

A floral adhesive
B wood cement
C sticky tack
D masking tape

Hot glue melts at what temperature?19

A 150 degrees F
B 350 degrees F
C 275 degrees F
D 100 degrees F

Corsages popular in the southern United States during football season are made from_____20

A roses
B carnations
C lillies
D mums

Flowers used in a bud vase arrangement must have:21

A many petals
B a long stem
C many leaves
D only pink color
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A small flag added to a bud vase given near the Fourth of July is an example of:22

A leaf polish
B novelty
C accessory
D cardett

When making a bud vase, how much foliage should be removed below the water level?23

A about half
B all
C none
D only thorns

A plastic stem with a three pronged holder at the top, used to hold the card is called a (n)24

A card holder
B accessory
C polish
D cardett

Foliage left below the water level in a bud vase arrangement will rot and speed the
deterioration of the flowers

25

A True
B False

Triadic color harmony is when ____26

A Two opposing colors are used
B Three colors that are equally spaced on the color wheel are used
C a color with two other colors on each side of the complement are used
D Three unrelated colors are used

What is the most important design element?27

A line
B color
C texture
D form

How the eye follows the dominant path in the design is called ___28

A line
B balance
C focal point
D color
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The outline that would be projected agaist a space from an arrangement is called ___29

A line
B form
C balance
D color

The relationship of all the parts of the arrangement is called ____30

A proportion
B balance
C symmetry
D space

Fan arrangements were very popular during the _______ period31

A Viet Nam
B Williamsburg/Colonial
C Egyptian
D Western

The fan arrangment is :32

A lopsided
B two sided
C one sided
D five sided

Oval arrangments are best when placed in:33

A a tall vase or pedestaled container
B a low round container
C a square container
D any container

The circular mound design is best viewed from which side?34

A top side
B front side
C front to back
D all sides
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Why should line flowers not be used in a mound design?35

A It gives the design a spiked appearance
B It gives the design a lopsided appearance
C It gives the design an unfinished appearance
D It gives the design an off color appearance

On which civilization's mathematical approach is the triangular form based on?36

A Greek
B Egyptian
C Chinese
D American

How many focal areas does the triangular form have?37

A 3
B 1
C 5
D 2

Where is the focal point on a triangular arrangement?38

A the side of the container
B the base of the flowers
C the top of the flowers
D the rim of the container

The floral design "occidental" was developed by the:39

A early Americans
B Egyptians
C Chinese
D Russians

The floral design "oriental" was developed by the:40

A early Americans
B Egyptians
C Chinese
D Russians
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A typical Egyptian feast table would have been decorated with baskets filled with -41

A nuts and bolts
B desserts
C breads
D fruits and vegetables

The appearance of the first cornucopia occurred during which civilization42

A American
B Greek
C Egyptian
D Japanese

Flemish designs were more ___________ and better proportioned43

A loose
B large
C small
D compact

What does "Ikebana" mean?44

A Using flowers for life
B Giving Life to Flowers
C Living flowers
D giving flowers for life

The Japanese Buddhist priest named _________ was the creator of the first school of floral
art.

45

A Phil
B Inigo Montoya
C Ikenabo
D Lars

In what shape of a bowl is a crescent shape arrangement most easily constructed in?46

A low container
B oblong container
C tall cylindrical container
D high container
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What angle is an L shaped pattern?47

A 120 angle
B 45 angle
C 90 angle
D 70 angle

What type of space can be used in a contemporary freestyle arrangements?48

A free space
B empty space
C negative space
D open space

What type of triangle is an inverted T arrangement?49

A equilaterial
B scalene
C right triangle
D isoceles

What is another name for an "S" curve?50

A Diagonal S
B Horizontal
C Hogarth Curve
D all of the above
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Answer Key :

Question: Answer

Floriculture Flandreau 2009

C1
B2
A3
A4
D5
D6
D7
C8
C9
B10
A11
D12
B13
B14
D15
B16
C17
A18
C19
D20
B21
C22
B23
D24
A25
B26
B27
A28
B29
A30
B31
C32
A33
D34
A35
A36
B37
D38
B39
C40
D41
B42
D43
B44
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C45
A46
C47
C48
A49
D50
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